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Abstract
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Background—In the progression of severe sepsis, sepsis-induced myocardial dysfunction
(SIMD) contributes to severity of illness and ultimate mortality. Identification of SIMD causing
depressed cardiac function during critical illness has implications for ongoing patient
management. However, assessing pediatric cardiac function traditionally relies on
echocardiographic qualitative assessment and measurement of left ventricular ejection fraction
(EF) or fractional shortening (FS). These metrics are often insensitive for detecting early or
regional myocardial dysfunction. Strain echocardiography (SE) is a contemporary
echocardiographic modality that may be more sensitive to perturbations in cardiac function. This
investigation hypothesizes that SE metrics correlate with severity of illness in pediatric sepsis
despite normal FS.
Design—Single-center retrospective observational study.
Setting—Tertiary 36-bed medical/surgical pediatric intensive care unit.
Patients—Pediatric patients admitted with sepsis.
Interventions—None.
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Measurements and Main Results—Twenty-three children with sepsis received an
echocardiogram in the study period. Patients with sepsis demonstrated abnormal peak systolic
longitudinal strain for age (mean = −0.13 ±0.07, p < 0.01) and low normal peak systolic
circumferential strain (mean = −0.17± 0.14 P= 0.02) compared to internal controls as well as
previously published normal values. Depressed strain was demonstrated in the septic patients
despite having normal FS (mean = 0.41, 95% CI 0.38 – 0.43). On initial echocardiographic
imaging, worsening peak systolic longitudinal strain was associated with increasing lactate (p=
0.04).
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Conclusion—Pediatric patients with sepsis demonstrate evidence of depressed SE parameters
not shown by FS that correlate with clinical indices of sepsis severity. Whether SE could
eventually assist in grading pediatric sepsis severity and affect management is an area for potential
future investigation.
Keywords
sepsis-induced myocardial dysfunction; shock; pediatric; ultrasound; cardiomyopathy

Introduction
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Sepsis is a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide [1]. Over the past two
decades, the incidence of sepsis in the United States has tripled, and is now the tenth leading
cause of death in the general population [1] [2]. Similarly, the prevalence of pediatric sepsis
has increased from 3.7% to 4.4% in the past decade with small improvements in outcome
[3]. In the progression of severe sepsis and septic shock, sepsis induced myocardial
dysfunction (SIMD) is being increasingly recognized [4] [5] with evidence suggesting an
association between myocardial dysfunction in sepsis and mortality [6] [7]
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Classically SIMD is described as a reduced left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) and
acute dilation of the left ventricle [8] [12]. Recent studies have also demonstrated
biventricular systolic and diastolic dysfunction in clinical models of sepsis [9] [10]. This
corroborates with biomarkers of cardiac injury, as elevation in cardiac troponin I (cTnI) has
been documented in children with meningococcal septicemia [11]. Although SIMD can
potentially contribute to poor outcomes, aggressive and early treatment of children with
septic shock can reverse left ventricular (LV) global dysfunction and myocardial wall motion
abnormalities [8] [12].
Echocardiography is the most common clinical method of assessing myocardial function in
sepsis with fractional shortening (FS) and ejection fraction (EF) being the most commonly
used quantitative metrics of global systolic function. Two-dimensional strain
echocardiography (SE) is a contemporary angle-independent method for evaluating cardiac
function by tracking cardiac tissue deformation [13]. The utility of SE in measuring
ventricular function has been demonstrated in different cardiovascular diseases such as
ischemic-cardiomyopathy [14], chemotherapy-induced cardiotoxicity [15], hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy and preeclampsia [16].
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Although a previous study has demonstrated depressed echocardiographic strain in pediatric
sepsis [17], the connection between cardiac strain mechanics, illness severity, and clinical
outcomes remains unclear. Accordingly, this study hypothesizes that; 1) children and infants
with sepsis will manifest reduced strain parameters reflecting depressed LV function, and 2)
depressed strain parameters in children with sepsis will correlate with markers of illness
severity (lactate) and indicators of therapy intensity ( IS/VIS).
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Methods
Study Participants
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This investigation was approved by the Johns Hopkins University Institutional Review
Board. Children less than 19 years of age admitted to the pediatric intensive care unit
between January 1, 2005 and July 10, 2014 were evaluated for study inclusion. Eligible
patients were identified using ICD-9 codes from the Johns Hopkins billing database. Patients
with diagnoses consistent with sepsis (sepsis, septic shock, bacteremia, septicemia,
circulatory shock, viremia, fungemia, pneumonia and urosepsis) and who received an
echocardiogram during that admission were considered for inclusion into the study. Patients
with known cardiomyopathy, myocarditis, pericarditis, endocarditis, cardiothoracic surgery/
trauma, Kawasaki’s disease, and congenital heart disease were excluded. In addition,
patients with a history of oncologic diagnoses and exposure to cardiotoxic chemotherapy
were also excluded. Following identification of study patients, chart review was performed
to confirm that each individual in the cohort met the diagnostic criteria set in the Surviving
Sepsis Campaign: International Guidelines for Management of Severe Sepsis and Septic
Shock, 3rd Edition [18].
Clinical Data and Outcomes
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Following determination of study population, demographic and clinical data including
hemodynamics, and laboratory biomarkers were recorded. Pediatric Risk of Mortality-III
(PRISM III) score was calculated at admission, while Multiple Organ Dysfunction Score
(MODS) was calculated on the day of echocardiogram acquisition [19] [20]. Inotrope score
(IS) and vasoactive-inotrope score (VIS) were also calculated at the time of echocardiogram
acquisition [21] [22]. IS was assessed separate from VIS due to the differential effects of
vasoactives and inotropes on cardiac contractility.
Outcome data including length of ICU stay and mortality were also collected from the
patients in the cohort. Biomarkers of organ dysfunction including: lactate, coagulation
studies, liver function tests, and creatinine were collected both at admission and within 24
hrs. of echocardiography. Lactate collected within 24 hrs. of echocardiography was used as a
surrogate for illness severity. VIS and IS within 24 hrs. of echocardiography were used as
surrogates of therapy intensity.
Echocardiography
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Images were obtained using IE 33, Sonos 5500 or 7500 ultrasound machines equipped with
pediatric phased array transducers (Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA). SE analysis
was performed using echocardiography post-processing software (EchoInsight, Epsilon
Imaging, Ann Arbor, MI). The apical four-chamber view was used to calculate the peak
systolic longitudinal strain (LS) and peak systolic longitudinal strain rate (LSR) (Figure 1a).
The parasternal short axis view was used to calculate the peak systolic circumferential strain
(CS) and peak systolic circumferential strain rate (CSR), as well as the fractional shortening
(FS) (Figure 1b). While LS and LSR reflect the function of longitudinally oriented subendocardial fibers [23], CS and CSR reflect function of circumferentially oriented subendocardial fibers [24]. Two physicians analyzed the echocardiographic studies (BH, IP).
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Physicians were blinded to outcomes data as well as biomarkers of illness severity at the
time of strain analysis.
Controls
Internal control data was derived from echocardiographic studies performed on healthy
pediatric patients at The Johns Hopkins Children’s Center. Indications for these
echocardiographic studies in the internal control group were; evaluation of a murmur,
syncope and chest pain. Echocardiographic studies for the internal control group were noted
to have normal function with no structural defect by official report. In addition to the internal
normative controls, echocardiographic studies from septic children were compared to age
matched normative controls published by Dr. Marcus and colleagues to confirm consistency
of results [25]
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Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were performed on patient demographics (age, sex, height and weight),
hemodynamics (HR, BP, and CVP), Laboratory biomarkers, vasopressor requirements, FS as
well as SE parameters (LS, LSR, CS and CSR). Data normality was assessed using kernel
density plots as well as Shapiro-Wilk tests. Categorical variables were analyzed using the
chi-square test. Differences in means for normally distributed variables were compared using
a non-paired t-test, while variables with a non-normal distribution were compared using the
two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Collinearity of covariates was evaluated with variance
inflation factors (VIF).
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Missing data was handled by comparing SE parameters between patients who had missing
data and those who had a complete dataset to limit bias. Once no difference was determined
between these groups, patients with missing variables were excluded from the analysis. The
association between SE parameters and illness severity was evaluated using univariate linear
regression. Data was analyzed using STATA 13 (StataCorp LP, College Station TX) and a pvalue less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
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One hundred and forty-six infants and children were admitted to the Johns Hopkins Hospital
Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU) from January 1, 2005, to July 10, 2014 with a
diagnosis consistent with sepsis, severe sepsis or septic shock. This cohort was crossreferenced to an existing database of all echocardiographic studies done at The Johns
Hopkins Hospital Children’s Center, identifying 77 patients that had an echocardiographic
study performed during admission. Out of the 77 patients identified, 23 patients met
inclusion criteria. Only the initial echocardiographic study obtained during the sepsis
admission was utilized for the statistical analysis described below.
Demographics
Out of the 23 patients identified, 52.2% were male. Ages ranged from 1 week to 19 years
with a mean age of 7.21 years (Table 1). The majority of the presenting symptoms included
fever, respiratory distress and altered mental status. When compared to both control
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populations, patients with sepsis were noted to have significantly elevated heart rates and
depressed blood pressure (Table 1).
In this study population, the median PRISM-III score was 15 (range, 2 – 17). Eleven patients
(47%) required vasopressor or inotrope infusions for more than 12 h during admission.
These patients had a median VIS score of 8 (range 2 – 42) and a median inotrope score (IS)
of 8 (range 5 – 32). Median ICU length of stay was 16 days (range= 6 – 69) and one patient
died during admission (Table 2). The average time from PICU admission and sepsis
diagnosis to echocardiogram was 2.1 days with a range varying from 1 to 15 days. The
average time from serum lactate measurement to echocardiogram was 9 hrs (range 0.5–36
hrs) (Table 2).
Echocardiography parameters
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All patients demonstrated normal LV dimensions and cardiac morphology. Compared to
internal controls, patients with sepsis did not demonstrate a significant difference in
conventional two-dimensional echocardiographic measures of cardiac function (FS = 41%
vs 37.6%, p = 0.29) (Figure 2). However, LS was significantly worse in the septic patients
when compared to internal controls, [mean of − 0.13 (95% CI = −0.11, −0.14) in the sepsis
group vs. −0.19 (95% CI= −0.21, −0.17) in the control group (p < 0.01)]. CS was also
significantly worse in the sepsis group when compared to control group [mean of −0.17
(95% CI = −0.13, −0.20) in sepsis group vs. −0.21 (95% CI= −0.23, −0.19) in the control
group, (p = 0.03)] (Table 3). In the patients with sepsis, the LSR was −1.03 s−1 (SD= 0.34)
while the CSR was −1.45 s−1 (SD =0.42) (Table 3).
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When SE from the sepsis cohort was compared to age matched historical controls described
by Dr. Marcus and colleagues [25] (Table 3), Similar results were demonstrated showing
significantly depressed LS (−0.13 %, p < 0.01) as well as CS (−0.17 %, p = 0.02) in patients
with sepsis (Figure 3).
Markers of sepsis severity
Direction and shape of the association between strain mechanics and surrogates of sepsis
severity were evaluated using scatter plots with Lowess smoothing (Figure 4). In a univariate
analysis, increased serum lactate was associated with worse LS (r = 0 .49, p = 0.04) as well
as LSR (r= 0.5, p=0.03) (Table 4). When comparing SE parameters to markers of therapy
intensity, there was no significant association between SE metrics and VIS or IS (Table 4)
Patient Outcomes
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The indirect association between length of stay and SE parameters were evaluated with univariate linear regression. Univariate analysis demonstrated no significant association
between SE parameters and ICU length of stay. Mortality was not assessed due to the limited
number of patients who died (n=1).
Inter-rater reliability
The inter-observer agreement between investigators interpreting studies was appropriate for
both LS (r = 0.89, p < 0.01, Bland-Altman limits of agreement −0.03 to 0.03) and CS (r =
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0.9, p < 0.001, Bland-Altman limits of agreement −0.07 to 0.03). Increased heterogeneity
was seen in the inter-rater agreement of LSR (r = 0.72, p=0.03, Bland-Altman limits of
agreement −0.34 to 0.33) and CSR (r = 0.6, p=0.07, Bland-Altman limits of agreement
−0.87 to 0.21).

Discussion
This study demonstrates that pediatric patients with sepsis manifest significantly reduced LS
and CS despite normal FS. Moreover, this is the first study to illustrate the association
between strain mechanics and clinical indices of sepsis severity such as serum lactate levels
in a pediatric cohort. These findings are consistent with available literature describing the
improved sensitivity of SE for subtle cardiac dysfunction in sepsis compared to conventional
cardiac function metrics [26–28].
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The majority of contemporary literature validating SE has been described in adult ischemic
cardiomyopathy. Previous studies have shown associations between SE and infarct size and
ejection fraction [29, 30]. Additionally SE has been used to predict LV remodeling, clinical
events [31] and response to reperfusion strategies [32, 33].
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Currently, there are a limited number of studies evaluating the utility of SE in septic shock.
A recent study by Dr. Orde and colleagues reported a higher incidence of RV and LV
dysfunction demonstrated by SE metrics when compared with conventional echo metrics
(EF/FS) in a cohort of adults with sepsis [34]. In addition, the same group demonstrated a
significant association between depressed SE parameters and severity of illness (Sequential
Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score as well as outcomes (3 and 6 month mortality)
[34]. The specificity of SE in sepsis was also evaluated by Dr. Dalla and colleagues who
demonstrated that changes in SE seen in sepsis are independent of increased adrenergic state
seen with critical illness [35].
At this time, there is only a single pediatric study that demonstrates reduced strain and strain
rate parameters in a cohort of 15 septic pediatric patients [17]. This current study further
corroborates published pediatric data on SE metrics seen in sepsis, and is the first study to
demonstrate correlation between abnormal SE parameters and indices of sepsis severity in
the pediatric population.
Strain Echocardiography and Lactate
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The relevance of serum lactate in sepsis as a biomarker of tissue hypoxia is well described in
the medical literature [36]. Additionally improved lactate clearance in resuscitation has been
associated with decreased mortality in sepsis patients [36, 37]. Consequently
recommendations in the Surviving Sepsis Guidelines emphasize the importance of lactate
clearance during the resuscitation of septic patients [18]. Associations between depressed SE
parameters and lactate in this study may lend insights on the mechanical contribution of
cardiac dysfunction to hyperlactatemia in the context of the current literature [34, 35, 42].
Therefore further investigation into the utility of SE as a noninvasive assessment tool for
cardiac function in children with sepsis is potentially useful.
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VIS and IS are metrics utilized for scoring the intensity of vasopressor and inotrope support
in pediatric critical illness [21, 22]. IS was originally described in the postoperative
congenital heart surgery population for quantifying inotropic support and is the sum of
scalar-adjusted inotropic infusion doses at a given time point. VIS adds vasopressor
infusions as well to the total assessed with IS [21, 22]. Previous small series have shown an
association between worsening VIS score and higher mortality rates in pediatric sepsis
cohorts.[40] In this study both VIS and IS were utilized to describe the total dosing of
inotropes with and without vasopressors in pediatric sepsis. While no significant association
was seen between IS and LS or CS, a trend towards significance was seen between IS and
CSR (Table 4). Whether SE provides information on cardiac effects of therapy intensity
could be further investigated.
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Strain and outcomes
Currently two adult studies have shown a significant association between SE parameters and
mortality in patients with sepsis [34, 39]. While Dr. Orde and colleagues demonstrated an
increased odds of mortality (OR = 1.1, p = 0.02) in patients with sepsis with evidence of
right ventricular dysfunction on SE [34], Dr. Chang and colleagues demonstrated that left
ventricular LS ≥ −13 % had good performance in mortality prediction (ROC 0.79) in a
cohort of 136 adults with sepsis [39]. In the pediatric cohort evaluated in this study, the
influence of SIMD on mortality was not assessed due to limited number of events (mortality
rate < 5%). Evaluating a larger population powered to assess morbidity and mortality is
necessary since SIMD may potentially have an association with sepsis mortality [6] [7].
Limitations
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Limitations of this study include risk of information bias based on the retrospective nature of
the study design as well as the selection criteria utilized. Dr. Weiss and colleagues have
described this issue previously in their work noting a significant difference in illness severity
scores (p<0.01) depending on inclusion criteria [41]. To minimize this risk, the cohort was
screened using multiple selection criteria including the 2012 Surviving Sepsis diagnostic
guidelines [18]. Another potential limitation in this study is the utilization of control data
from children who had echocardiographic imaging performed for a suspected pathology,
despite being read as normal. However a comparison of the control data derived from
patients seen at this institution did not differ from published SE data on otherwise healthy
control patients[25].
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Finally, the limited data on the indication for echocardiogram in this cohort increases the
risk of bias by indication since study patients may have had cardiovascular symptomatology
prompting imaging. This is an unavoidable effect of the retrospective nature of this study
that utilizes a convenience sample of echocardiograms obtained as a part of routine clinical
care. Although this risk is limited by use of restriction in the study design to include only
patients with structurally normal hearts prior to their sepsis admission, it is clear that further
prospective investigation utilizing probability sampling is necessary for a more complete
SE-based survey of LV dysfunction among septic patients.
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Conclusion
Pediatric patients with sepsis demonstrate evidence of depressed SE parameters not shown
by conventional assessment of cardiac function (FS). Furthermore, SE metrics seem to
correlate with clinical indices of sepsis severity. Whether SE has the potential to grade
pediatric sepsis severity and augment management is an area for potential future
investigation.
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Figure 1a. This figure demonstrates strain analysis using echocardiogram post-processing
software (EchoInsight, Epsilon Imaging, Ann Arbor, MI). The apical four chamber view was
used to calculate the global peak systolic longitudinal strain (LS-%) and the global peak
systolic longitudinal strain rate (LSR−1/sec).
Figure 1b. This figure demonstrates strain analysis using echocardiogram post-processing
software (EchoInsight, Epsilon Imaging, Ann Arbor, MI). The parasternal short axis view
was used to calculate the peak systolic circumferential strain (CS - %) and peak systolic
circumferential strain rate (CSR−1/sec)
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Figure 2.

This figure demonstrates the average fractional shortening (FS) for the 23 patients with
sepsis as compared to the internal and age matched historic controls [23].
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Figure 3.

This figure demonstrates the peak systolic longitudinal (left) circumferential (right) strain
for the 23 patients with sepsis as compared to the internal and age matched historic controls
(average and standard error of the mean). Significant depression seen in the septic group
(**)
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Figure 4.

This figure demonstrates the association between lactate and LS. As seen in the scatter plot
there is a trend between increasing lactate and worsening LS % in the septic cohort.
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23
23
23
23
23
23
9

Age

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

Heart Rate at admission (bpm)

Systolic BP at admission (mm/Hg)

Diastolic BP at admission (mm/Hg)

CVP

Central venous pressure = CVP

(n)

Variables

9.14 (1.57–15.67)

39 (33.6–45)

66.6 (59–74)

163.2 (152–174)

24.42 (13.8 – 34.9)

102.8 (64.7 – 140.87)

7.21 (4.07 – 10.35)

Septic patients Mean (95% CI)

NA

10

10

10

10

10

10

(n)

NA

57 (47–67)

96.6 (83.7 – 109.5)

111 (78–143)

14.05 (8.3–19.78)

87.3 (67.9 – 106.7)

2.77 (1.02 – 4.52)

Internal Controls Mean (95% CI)

NA

0.02*

< 0.01**

< 0.01**

0.14

0.34

0.12

p

NA

23

23

23

23

23

23

(n)

NA

62 (55.3–68.9)

94.43 (84–105)

93.2 (83.6 – 102)

29.3 (18.4 – 40.2)

114 (93.51 – 135.01)

NA

Age matched Historical controls Mean
(95% CI)

NA

< 0.01**

< 0.01**

< 0.01 **

0.51

0.56

NA

p

Patient height weight and hemodynamic data between the septic cohort and internal as well as historic controls. Significant difference are seen in heart
rate and blood pressure between the septic cohort and controls

Table 1
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Patient morphometric and physiological data
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Table 2

Illness severity and outcomes in patients with sepsis

Author Manuscript

displays illness severity scores, biomarkers of end organ perfusion as well as outcomes for the septic cohort.
Lactate, VIS/IS score and MODS score were calculated on day of echocardiogram acquisition while PRISM
III was calculated within 24 hrs of admission
Illness severity

n

median (Q1– Q3)

number of patients with event

Shock index

23

2.73 (1.89 – 3.32)

NA

IS

23

8 (7.25 – 23.5)

9/23

VIS

23

8 (5 – 22)

11/23

MODS score

8

10 (7.5 – 11.5)

NA

PRISM III score

18

15 (10 – 16)

NA

Serum biomarkers

Author Manuscript

Lactate

20

2.35 (1.25 – 3.05)

NA

creatinine

23

0.5 (0.3 – 0.7)

NA

HCT

23

28.9 (26.2 – 32.6)

NA

WBC

23

10.42 (6.3 – 19.14)

NA

PLT

23

233 (147 – 328)

NA

PT

22

13.5 (11.4 – 14.8)

NA

PTT

22

33.4 (27.6 – 39.4)

NA

Fibrinogen

22

426 (227 – 507)

NA

Time from admission to echo (days)

23

1 (0–2)

NA

Time from lactate to echo (hrs)

20

4 (2–12)

NA

Length of ICU stay (days)

23

16 (12.5 – 37)

NA

Mortality

23

NA

1/23

Outcomes

Author Manuscript

Vasoactive–Inotropic Score (VIS), Pediatric Risk of Mortality-III (PRISM), Multiple Organ Dysfunction Score (MODS), Hematocrit (HCT),
Platelet count (PLT), Partial thromboplastin time (PTT), prothrombin time (PT)
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23

23

22

23

22

FS

LS

CS

CSR

LSR

−1.03 (−1.19 – −0.86)

−1.45 (−1.66 – −1.24)

−0.17 (−0.20 – −0.14)

−0.13 (−0.14 – −0.11)

0.41 (0.38 – 0.43)

Septic patients mean (95% CI)

10

10

10

10

10

(n)

−1.14 (−1.30 – −0.99)

−1.35 (−1.47 – −1.21)

−0.21 (−0.23 – −0.19)

− 0.19 (−0.21 – −0.17)

0.38 (0.36 – 0.40)

Internal Controls mean (95% CI)

p

0.27

0.4

0.03*

< 0.01**

0.29

22

23

22

23

23

(n)

NA

NA

−0.21 (−0.22 – −0.20)

− 0.20 (−0.21 – −0.19)

0.38 (0.37 – 0.38)

Age matched Historical controls mean (95% CI)

p

NA

NA

0.02*

< 0.01**

.08

Central venous pressure (CVP), left ventricular end-diastolic dimension (LVEDD), fractional shortening (FS), strain echocardiography (SE), peak systolic longitudinal strain (LS), peak systolic
circumferential strain (CS), peak systolic longitudinal strain rate (LSR), peak systolic circumferential strain rate (CSR)

(n)

Variables

compares fractional shortening (FS) as well as echocardiographic stain parameters between the septic cohort and internal as well as historic controls.
Significant differences are seen in peak systolic longitudinal and circumferential strain between the septic cohort and controls while no differences are
seen in FS between septic and control group.
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Echocardiographic indices of study patients
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0.12

CS %

CSR −1/sec

P

0.66

0.92

0.03*

0.04*

R

−0.39

−0.22

0.01

−0.06

VIS
P

0.21

0.53

0.9

0.87

R

−0.63

−0.15

−0.08

0.43

IS
P

0.091

0.72

0.84

0.25

Longitudinal strain (LS), longitudinal strain rate (LSR), circumferential strain (CS), circumferential strain rate (CSR), Vasoactive–Inotropic Score (VIS), Inotropic score (IS)

0.50*

−0.02

LSR −1/sec

0.48*

R

Lactate

LS %

Variables

This table represents univariate the associations between SE parameters and metrics of illness severity as well as therapy intensity. As seen above there is
a significant association between lactate and SE (LS &LSR).
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Associations between SE and markers of illness severity / therapy intensity
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